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“[Earthrise] embodies three key pillars: 
interdependence, long-term thinking and 
profound collaboration. All are wrapped in 
a blanket of empathy and compassion. We 
cannot continue as a species with a two-
dimensional map as our model. Humanity is 
at a critical point in history.”

RON GARAN
ASTRONAUT, SPEAKER, ENTREPRENEUR

Taken by astronaut Bill Anders in 1968, this iconic 
photograph of Earthrise changed the world.
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future tide partners

ALFA DEMMELLASH
CEO & CO-FOUNDER, RISING TIDE CAPITAL
CO-FOUNDER, FUTURE TIDE PARTNERS

We at Rising Tide Capital, along 
with our global partners, are 
seeing unprecedented shifts in our 
economy that require profound 
collaboration and action on a 
local and global level.

We believe the 50th anniversary 
of Earthrise offers us an 
opportunity to invite leaders 
at every level to activate their 
full potential to build inclusive 
economies that prioritize human 
and planetary well-being.
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EarthRISE50
A GLOBAL MOVEMENT FOR INCLUSIVE ECONOMIES

imagine
Networks of tuition-free community business 

academies supporting entrepreneurs 
from vulnerable areas as they develop the 

resilient, inclusive and sustainable solutions 
and enterprises of the future.

Communities of restorative investors 
and policy makers learning to co-create 

ecosystems to nudge the emergence of a 
new restorative economy at the heart of the 

Beloved Community.

Calling on you to:

Host Earthrise Dinners 

Live the Earthrise Principles 

Join the EarthRISE50 cirlce
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As part of the EarthRISE50 Founding Circle, global influencers 
and champions of human potential will join us on a 
transformational journey from “hero to host” of a new future 
economy. In partnership with a small group of committed 
Restorative Investors, they will pool social, knowledge and 
financial resources to model an inclusive future economy from 
the ground up in the places they care most about, as well as 
those that need swift attention. 

EarthRISE50 Founding Circle members will join learning 
journeys across the US and the world, participate in EarthRISE50 
conversations at partner-led events in their locality, gain new 
skills as Restorative Investors and apply their learning, new 
networks and financial capital to emergent solutions that hold 
promise in advancing the EarthRISE50 goals of awakening to 
our interdependence, profound collaboration, and long-term 
thinking.  

EarthRISE50 Founding Circle
MEMBERSHIP DETAILS
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My sense is that in the 
evolution of the planet, we 
are still becoming human, 
still striving to reach our full 
human potential. Through 
our deepening awareness 
and loving attention we can 
collectively shift consciousness 
to embrace compassionate 
interdependence with all life on 
earth.

MARTIN PING
HAWTHORNE VALLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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“ Collectively, we have 
connected with hundreds 
of women by sharing our 
passions, and teaching our 
respective crafts. We decided 
to combine our talents and 
resources to not only promote 
collaboration itself, but also 
to offer a platform for other 
women business owners to 
showcase their talents.”Kimberly Sumpter, La Shonda Tyree and 
Dawn Fitch are three women leaders out 
2,100+ Rising Tide Entrepreneurs who are 
investing their time and talents to create 
community resilience and innovation for 
human and planetary well-being in an 
inclusive future economy.
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impact
By 2025, 50 EarthRISE50 founding circle members will 
have activated a network of 50 tuition-free Community 
Business Academies a year to support thousands of 
entrepreneurial leaders in the most economically 
marginalized communities with the resiliency tools, skills 
and resources they need to prepare themselves and their 
communities for a rapidly changing future economy.
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EarthRISE50

Earthrise gives 
humanity a 
moment to 

stand together, 
to see ourselves 

connected and in 
context.

DOUG FORRESTER
FOUNDING CHAIRMAN,

RISING TIDE CAPITAL
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EarthRISE50

To learn more 
about the 
EarthRISE50 
Founders Circle

Contact:
Amy Hartzler, Campaign Strategist
amy@RisingTideCapital.org



Sheri Sobrato Fund
An advised fund of Silicon Valley Community Foundation

MCJ AMELIOR 
FOUNDATION

THE ROBERT & MARION 
SCHAMANN BROZOWSKI 

FOUNDATION, INC.

Rising Tide Capital Sponsors & Partners

EarthRISE50
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Founded in 2004, Rising Tide Capital is 
a non-profit organization transforming 
lives and communities through 
entrepreneurship.

www.risingtidecapital.org
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